Scientists develop a new method to
understand what and where the DROSHA
protein is cutting
20 April 2017
A vital and ancient component of gene regulation,
miRNA tunes the expression of as many as 30-60%
of mammalian protein-encoding genes, usually
silencing them. Over 2,000 miRNAs are present in
human cells, playing various crucial roles in
development, cell differentiation, cell division, cell
death, and cancer development. Mature miRNAs
are short RNA molecules, approximately 22
nucleotides in length, derived from a multi-step
process that begins with longer RNA fragments
called primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs). DROSHA
function is to cut these pri-miRNAs into shorter
pieces.
This study is the first genomic scale analysis of
IBS scientists studied DROSHA's (pink) cleavage points DROSHA cleavage sites on pri-miRNA. "fCLIP-seq
(triangles) on pri-miRNA (green-orange-violet lines). The stands for formaldehyde crosslinking,
formaldehyde treatment forms a cross-link between the immunoprecipitation, and sequencing. By treating
RNA products and the DROSHA, so it is possible to
the cells with formaldehyde, we manage to
sequence and read the attached RNA products. Credit: preserve the bond between DROSHA and its RNA
IBS
binders, so that we can study what DROSHA is
binding to and where it is cleaving," explains KIM
Baekgyu, first author of the study. "This result not
only serves as a good database for miRNA
Each cell of our body is the result of an orchestra
research, but also deepens our understanding of
of sophisticated mechanisms that control which
miRNA generation."
genes are and are not expressed at any given
time. Partly, this is possible thanks to the
coordination of several types of RNA molecules,
like microRNAs (miRNAs). Researchers at the
Center for RNA Research, within the Institute for
Basic Science (IBS), developed a new technique
called fCLIP-seq that analyzes the miRNA
fragments created by the RNA-cleaving protein
DROSHA. Several processes are regulated by
DROSHA, such as neuronal development, bone
The endings of some miRNAs were modified after
marrow formation, and inhibition of RNA-viruses.
DROSHA cleavage. Some pri-miRNA were processed at
Therefore, it is expected that this study will open
multiple sites (alternative processing). Moreover, beyond
up new pathways to understand the role of
DROSHA in such important biological phenomena. pri-miRNA, numerous other RNA substrates
(noncanonical substrates) were found to be cleaved by
The full description of the findings is available in
DROSHA. Credit: IBS
Molecular Cell.
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The research team identified hundreds of DROSHA
cleavage sites on pri-miRNAs, including new
information not found even in the world's largest
miRNA database, miRBase.
Interestingly, IBS biologists uncovered additional
miRNA end modifications after DROSHA
processing, which are expected to be important for
the regulation of miRNA biogenesis, whose
dysregulation is often associated with diseases, in
particular with cancer.
Furthermore, they found multiple alternative
DROSHA cleavage patterns that produce different
miRNA products starting from the same pri-miRNA
precursors. Reported only in a very small number
of miRNAs, IBS scientists found that this actually
occurs in several cases.
The research team also discovered that DROSHA
cuts dozens of non-pri-miRNA targets, suggesting
new possible functions of DROSHA that would be
interesting to explore further.
More information: Molecular Cell (2017). DOI:
10.1016/j.molcel.2017.03.013
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